Abstract
Introduction
Security on communication, computation, and storage has been concerned for a long time. Cryptographic algorithms, including symmetric ciphers, public-key ciphers, and hash functions, form a set of primitives that can be used as building blocks to construct security mechanisms that target specific objectives [1] . Cryptosystem designers frequently assume that secrets will be manipulated in closed, reliable computing environments [2] . Based on this " separation of concerns", many theory analysis have been well studied, such as differential analysis [3] , linear analysis [4] .
However, in practice, even if one cryptographic algorithm has been proved to be resistant against all existing theory analyzing methods, security mechanisms based on this cryptographic algorithm are not proved to be safety or reliable. Because this kind of mechanisms may be vulnerable to side channel attacks(SCAs).
In cryptography, a side channel attack is any attack based on information gained from the physical implementation of a cryptosystem, rather than brute force or theoretical weaknesses in the algorithms (compare cryptanalysis) [5] .
Over the passed 10 years, there existed some effective SCA attacks such as Power attacks(combined with SPA, DPA, High-Order DPAs), Fault attacks(Spike, Glitch, Optical, Electromagnetic), Timing attacks, and Electromagnetic analysis etc. This paper focuses on countermeasures against DPA (Differential Power Attack) which is one of the great concerning SCA attacks. DPA is a powerful tool that allows cryptanalysts to extract secret keys and compromise the security of semiconductors and tamper-resistant devices by analyzing their power consumption. Simple Power Analysis (SPA) is a simpler form of the attack that does not require statistical analysis. Unlike physical attacks, SPA and DPA attacks are non-invasive, easily-automated, and can be mounted without knowing the design of the target device.
Power analysis attacks cannot generally be detected by a device, since the adversary's monitoring is normally passive. In addition, the attack is non-invasive. As a result, physical enclosures, auditing capabilities, and attack detectors are ineffective. Instead, cryptosystem engineers must ensure that devices' power variations do not reveal information usable by adversaries. Several countermeasures were pro-posed in order to protect implementations of cryptographic algorithms.
These countermeasures can be classified as: masking methods, balancing, and random timing. Using randomly selected masking code to rewrite key operations, masked output data were given in masking strategy [6] . Based on DPA Leakage Models to quantitatively evaluate leakage info and design balanced circuit, balancing [7] expect to ensure balanced or almost balanced power leakage. Random timing technology [8] and disturbing clock frequency [9] can increase uncertainty of certain power sample by attackers. Unfortunately, these existing countermeasures are all insufficient against DPA effectively, and we'll carefully introduce and analyze these 3 kinds of methods in section 3.
This paper proposes a new method to resist DPAs which are based on the power analyzing model built by kocher [2] . Our strategy combined intelligent computing algorithm and cipher design policies to ensure both dynamic structure and high security of cryptographic algorithm. We call this strategy as evolutionary cipher, and have made some progress on automatic design SBOX [10] , hash functions [13] with evolutionary cipher.
The reason why Evolutionary cipher can resist DPA attacks is basing on dynamic unpredictable structure which can destroy the differential power analyzing model proposed by kocher [2] , so that can prevent attackers to identify correct data even if they have collected enough power cycles and filtered random disturbing elements. Section 4 and 5 illustrate and prove security and effectiveness of evolutionary cipher against DPA attacks respectively.
The organization of this paper is: section 2 carefully introduces DPA attacks; section 3 analyzes three different existing and widely used countermeasures against DPAs; section 4 elaborately introduces how evolutionary cipher can resist DPA attacks from designing principles, the reason of resistance against DPAs, and security proof; section 5 makes expensive experiments to verify effectiveness of evolutionary cipher against DPAs; finally last section makes conclusion and future work.
Introduction of DPA
Over the past ten years, there have been some new DPA attacks, but main idea and principles of most DPA attacks [14] are originated from kocher [2] . Like other SCAs, DPA attacks are composed of 2 phases: one is data collection, and the other is statistical analyzing.
The following steps provide an example of a DPA attack process proposed by kocher [2] . 1) Attackers choose a key-dependent selection function D. In this case, the selection function would has the form
, where Ki is some keyi information, C is a ciphertext and b is the return value of D function.
2) Attackers could observe m encrypting operations and capture two kinds of information as following:
First: i C represents cipher text which is corresponding to one power trace; Second: k samples are collection power points and each sample is related to a certain time point. 3) Statistically analyzing to get s k : First: to get the value of ] [ j T i for certain power sample, i is the ith power sample and j respects the jth sample point; Second: to compute the value of differential power based on function 1, and
will not be zero and show spikes in regions where D is correlated to the values being processed. This conclusion has been proofed by kocher [2] .
While the effects of a single transistor switching would be normally be impossible to identify from direct observations of a device's power consumption, the statistical operations used in DPA are able to reliably identify extraordinarily small differences in power consumption. And we find that selection function D is the most important operation in data analyzing.
Existing countermeasures for DPA

1. Masking
The masking technique is the most widely used countermeasure against power analysis and timing attacks at a software level and also the most powerful software countermeasure against side channel attacks [15, 16] .
1) For every execution of the algorithm a fresh mask is randomly generated and applied to the input data and to the secret key [17] . All internal computations are masked from thereon and the final result is unmasked after the last round. In this case, the attacker cannot extract any correlation between the secret key in use and the actual power curves he is recording from each run of the algorithm.
2) masking strategy has been widely used in resistance against side channel attacks. Unfortunately, there are some distinct disadvantages: firstly, attackers can filter random disturbing info, unless each bit is split into k shares using any scheme which has the required stochastic properties [18] ; secondly, masking often need a very large memory space, and this will make key path larger than usual implementations, so that designers and users often have to balance among the designing cost, run speed and security; thirdly, even designers have considered the size of storage, such as the implementation in [19] to change SBOX design from look up table to logic circuits, there still existed the shortage because that it is impossible to disturb all "zero-value" during multiplication in finite field [20] .
A. Balancing
Basing on complementary logics such WDDL-AND, Masked-AND [21, 22] etc, balancing technologies have been proposed tried to keep the power of whole circuits at constant value to prevent DPA attacks.
Whenever an operation is performed in hardware, a complementary operation should be performed on a dummy element to assure that the total power consumption of the unit remains balanced according to some higher value.
Until now, there are some technologies based on balancing idea, such as Dual-rail Logic [23, 11] and complementary logics [7] .
Quantitative evaluation of leakage model is the precondition for balancing strategies. From the results of these leakage models [24] , even some countermeasures such as WDDL complementary logics which have shown almost constant power value in leakage model experiment results, will show small peaks when improving precision of evalutation.
Besides small peaks, existing balancing countermeasures have contained by EDA development kit, which means balancing countermeasures have to use standard circuit designing base and developing language, however, these conditions have not been totally satisfied. Moreover, balancing countermeasures will definitely increase hardware resources at least one time.
B. Random Timing
Random timing belongs to randomizing countermeasure which is one of the most popular countermeasures against SCA attacks. Designers randomly introduce temporal jitter into the sequence of operations [8] or change clock frequency [9] . They think that such countermeasures are effective because the intermediate result fkc(X) is no longer computed at a fixed instance. It rather occurs at a set of different time instants T with probability distribution P (fkc(X)and P are all complied with model in kocher [2] ). In fact, both random timing and changing clock frequency technologies hope to raise the cost of an attack beyond the gain due to a success. And a metric for measuring the difficulty of an attack is the number of samples required.
this countermeasure has a simple designing idea, very convenient to implement, and limited hardware resource increase. It also induced dynamic FPGA chip reconfiguration technology to chip designing which can make circuits reconfigurable when they are working [8] .
however, this countermeasure only relies on working time of circuits. It is worth mentioning that timing is one character of data collection in DPAs, which means that an adversary can verify each round or each operation in circuits of cryptographic algorithms through collecting enough power samples. For example, hardware implementation of block cipher (such as DES [2] ), attacker can not only fixed each round but each operation in each round through power samples. So, attacker can confirm the location of each random timing jitter which is the base of random timing countermeasures.
even if attacker can not find the real locations of random timing jitters (as researchers stated in [8] ), we simply analyzed the influence of jitter locations for each round of block cipher. Table 1 shows the success ratio against DPA attacks of each round. m is the number of random timing jitters; t means the number of concerning points. In AES algorithm, "t=10" means each round corresponds a sample point; ij P means success probability against DPA attack at the jth sample point after injecting the ith timing jitter. The results in table 1 are the most common situation, and the success ratio of DPA can be increased when attackers make deeper analyzing.
based on our experiments of AES algorithm, injecting timing jitter( or register in hardware implementation) in some round and operations may bring the variety of pre-round to post-round's registers which are injected as timing jitters, and this may magnify the value of power in these registers, for this can increase the reverse ratio of registers. If attacker can concern register power, timing jitter may provide more opportunities to DPA attacks.
So, randomly injecting timing jitter can not effectively resist against DPA attacks. Fortunately, this measure [8] is still an efficient countermeasure against CPA(Correlation Power Analysis) which is much closer with timing than DPA.
Random timing technology give us inspiration that dynamic circuit may increase complexity of DPA analyzing or other SCA attacks. In session 4, we will give a new dynamic cryptographic algorithm countermeasure against DPA attacks.
Evolutionary Cipher against DPA
After analyzing the existing countermeasures against DPAs, we find there are a few resistances using dynamic circuits to prevent DPA attacks. For example, masking strategy randomly selects masking code, which is random sequence generated with RNG(random number generator) or TRNG(true random number generator); random timing countermeasure also uses RNG(or TRNG) to randomly change clock frequency or locations of inject timing jitters.
Existing dynamic designing measures have tried to making DPA attacks more difficulty and ideally infeasible. However, these dynamic disturbing countermeasures only have increased the complexity of DPA analyzing. We try to propose a new dynamic design measure which has the ability to destroy the base of DPA analyzing. It is worth to notice that our proposal could also effectively resist several mathematic analysis and has better scalability than usual countermeasures.
A. Designing principles of evolutionary cipher
This paper proposed an effective countermeasure against DPAs, in fact, the purpose of evolutionary cipher is to resist different kinds of attacks of cryptographic attacks which include some SCA attacks and mathematic analyzing(off line attacks). We focus on block cipher designing and choose AES algorithm as original algorithm to evolve.
There are some characters of evolutionary cipher as following.
1) dynamic structure of cryptographic algorithm and implementation; 2) Higher levels of security. The purpose of evolutionary cipher is to design safe cryptographic algorithm and to resist against different attacks;
3) more efficient to design a new safe cryptographic algorithm than random or robust selecting; 4) complying with cryptographic algorithm designing principles; 5) more scalablity than usual cryptographic algorithm, for evolutionary cipher can change evolutionary strategies on-line or off-line and even can be controlled by special designer or user.
In order to keep these characters, evolutionary cipher has the common structure as figure 1. Evolutionary cipher combines intelligent searching algorithm and block cipher principles to efficiently and effectively design safe cryptographic algorithm. And these can be implemented in FPGA chips with dynamic reconfiguration technology [11, 12] .
The detail and effectiveness against mathematic analyzes of evolutionary cipher have been published in several paper [10] and Patent. We conclude the flow of evolutionary cipher as following.
Step1: initialization concludes initial group building, selection principles, judgment strategies and parameter configuration.
Step2: intelligent searching next generation is constrained by fitness function.
Step3: evaluating the new generation and this is the next key point after intelligent searching. Because there are several security evaluations, we should balance among these principles, which equal to solve multi-purpose problem.
Step4: if the output is not satisfied, process will go back to step1 or step2 based on designing strategies. This condition of output may be constrained by security evaluations or execution time.
Step5: if output condition is satisfied, new generation replaces present one, and dynamic reconfiguration technology can be used to implement evolutionary cipher in chips.
We choose SBOX of AES algorithm to introduce how evolutionary cipher resists against DPA attacks in 4.1.
B. Evolutionary Cipher against DPAs
We introduce evolutionary cipher which changes algorithm and logic implementation to resist DPA from collection and analyzing phases. In collection, dynamic implementation induces disturbing value of power; in analysis, evolutionary cipher destroy the differential power computing model proposed by kocher [2] .
In order to explain evolutionary cipher's resistance against DPAs, let's recall kocher's differential power computing model in session 2.
Supposing: A is a cryptographic algorithm, D is the function based on kocher's model to compute the b th bit in input of last round in A. When A has been changed, D will be changed as well. The key problem is whether attacker could find the details of changed D? And this problem equals whether attackers could find the details of changed A?
We classified these problems into two situations. First, it is still public structure of changed A, which means attackers can get every detail of changing results; second, attackers could find that A has been changed (for example, same plaintexts get different ciphertexts), but the specific structure of changed A is secret.
The first situation in last part may be regarded as more comply with public designing principle of cryptographic algorithm. However, after deeply analyzing, we find it is reasonable for evolutionary cipher and some other dynamic algorithm to keep secret of their changing or changed results.
There are two types of operations in evolutionary cipher, and we call them static and dynamic structure parts respectively. In figure 1 , static parts include intelligent generator, initial group generator and fitness functions; dynamic parts include selector and judger, which are controlled by TRNG.
Because we use TRNG to control dynamic structure of evolutionary cipher, the next generation can not be participated or controlled by designers, users or attackers, and this point has been coincided with other dynamic design such as random timing [8] . Moreover, we make every detail of evolutionary cipher public to ensure no backdoor in algorithm or implementation. In our opinion, public designing demanding of cryptographic algorithm is trying to stop secret in designing algorithm, but the secrecy of evolutionary cipher is to keep secret of designing results. This secrecy can also ensure real variety and non-intervention.
So, attackers or even designers of evolutionary cipher can not get knowledge of any evolved generation, and then can not build correct function of D. Unknown D, it is impossible for attackers to make an effective DPA attacks which are based on differential computation model proposed by kocher.
The reason why evolutionary cipher can resist DPA attacks is attackers can not build correct function D. Conversely, if attackers could construct correct D function after evolution, evolutionary cipher can not resist against DPAs. We will analyze the probability of losing resistance at 4.3.
C. Security of Evolutionary Cipher
In order to explain security of evolutionary cipher, we illustrate it from several aspects. 1) When attackers only know the details of evolutionary cipher, whether they can infer certain generation of algorithm?
Because evolutionary cipher is controlled by TRNG, supposing that SBOX is changed by evolutionary cipher, each changed value will be selected with same probability. For example, SBOX in AES has the same ratio of ！ 256 / 1 for each candidate (considering inverse operation). It is infeasible for attackers to successfully analyze parameter of SBOX within reasonable period of time. So we consider that this situation will be safe to resist DPA attacks.
2) When attackers could get certain generation of evolutionary cipher, whether they can infer pre or post generation of algorithms?
In this situation, attackers can get certain point of evolutionary cipher algorithm, for example, original AES algorithm. We borrow the concepts of "forward security and behind security " in digital signature to illuminate the safety problem existed in this situation.
Basing on the common structure of evolutionary cipher in fig.1 , variety of evolutionary cipher originates from TRNG, and this is coincided with the idea proposed by Shannon that cryptographic algorithm security based on key. The difference is both key and algorithm are dynamic in evolutionary cipher.
We use following model to describe an evolutionary cipher system. We analyze security of evolutionary cipher from 2 aspects: first, the influence of random sequence length on the security of evolutionary cipher; second, forward and behind security of evolutionary cipher.
Length of Random Sequence: TRNG plays an important role in evolutionary cipher, and there are 2 properties of security TRNG, first, non-participated with true seed; second, impossible statistical analyzing with safe random network.
TRNG plays an important role in evolutionary cipher, and there are 2 properties of security TRNG, first, non-participated with true seed; second, impossible statistical analyzing with safe random network.
However, limited length of random sequence will give chance to attackers using robust search to find details of generation. In fact, there are two questions need to solve. One, how long is safety for random sequence of evolutionary cipher? The other, whether does the existing evolutionary cipher have a safe length of random sequence?
Basing on information theory proposed by Shannon, longer key brings more security of cryptographic algorithm. In theory, one-time system is a real safe situation. Therefore, if there is no limitation for random sequence length, it is the real safe situation as well. Unfortunately, constrained by present operation and storage resource limitation, existing evolutionary cipher can not use unlimitedly long random sequence.
Standing on attacker's point of view, it may be easier to find safe length of random sequence. Supposing that key is constant during DPA attacks, if key changed, attackers will make a new attack from scratch. So, we can make such hypothesis that it is safe if random sequence does not repeated unless key changed. For the longest cycle of key is in line with the length of key, the length of random sequence must not be smaller than that of key. Such as 128bits key AES algorithm, the length of random sequence in evolutionary cipher will not be less than 128bits.
In conclusion, for security of evolutionary cipher, the length of random sequence will not be smaller than that of key in original cryptographic algorithm.
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(cipher text) are proofed to be independent. S0 is the original SBOX in AES algorithm, and S1…S9 are generated with evolutionary cipher. Appendix1 shows the values of these evolutionary SBOXes, and appendix2 introduces the theory and flow of evolutionary cipher. We have made extensive experiments and tested any two boxes among 100 evolutionary SBOXes, and only found 4 couples not to be satisfied with independent theory. So we have set independent theory in evolutionary cipher to guarantee security of EVOC.
Experiments of Evolutionary Cipher Effectively against DPAs
Different with last experiments, the experiments in this section are trying to test the effectiveness of EVOC resistance against DPA attacks.
In order to decrease noise disturbing from test equipments and circuits, we adapted cyclone2 series FPGAs of Altera as test chips, DE2-70FPGA development kits and primepower of synopsys as test environments. figure 2 and figure 3 . 
2) Analysis of test3
The results of test3 are also shown in figure 5 and attackers can get red power cycle which represents original traces and has no relationship with correct traces, so the DPA attacks are failure too.
D. TEST 4
From previous tests, we can find that SBOX plays an important role in DPA attacks. If attackers can not get knowledge of SBOX, DPA attackers can not be success. However, for DPAs have timing property, if attackers can observe linear operations in one round of AES algorithm, they could not regard of SBOX. Test 4 is designed to test whether DPA attacks on linear operations can success. Results of test 4 are showed in figure 5 and figure 6 . The maximum value of blue cycles after red line are smaller than the right peak about 10 times, so this case DPA attack is ineffective. Figure 6 shows the results of one round without SBOX, and red and blue cycles are correct and random traces respectively. For correct cycles are all covered by random ones, DPA attack is failure, too.
So, DPA attacks can not be success on linear operations of AES algorithms.
E. Analysis of Tests
After security analyzing in session 4 and experiments in session 5, we can verify evolutionary cipher can effectively resist against DPA attacks from dynamic algorithm aspect. Comparing with some existing resistances, the purpose of evolutionary cipher is mainly focused on destroying differential power computation model in analyzing of DPAs. Using evolutionary cipher designing principles, cryptographic algorithms can effectively resist against DPAs through extensive experiments and are proofed to be a safety implementation to resist several attacks. Table 4 shows the combined results of different effective experiments. Blue, red, green cycles are represents correct, random, and original traces respectively. The reason why evolutionary cipher can effectively resist against DPA attacks is its dynamic structure controlled by TRNG which can generate both safety and unpredictability of random sequence. Safety random sequence generated by TRNG meets the Gaussian distribution and makes different power almost same in division of one or zero. Moreover, unpredictability of TRNG prevents attackers to get the details of correct algorithm and then can not acquire correct division of one and zero.
However, it should be particularly pointed out that TRNG is the key point of evolutionary cipher but is not as long as TRNG controls variety of algorithm can be against DPAs or other SCAs. Moreover, through extensive experiments, we find that only using TRNG to control the variety of evolutionary cipher can not fit the demand of security of cryptographic algorithm. As we introduce in section 4 and 5, safe TRNG must generate long enough random sequence and evolutionary objects must have large enough size. Focused on the base of DPA analyzing, this paper utilizes dynamic structure of evolutionary cipher to resist against DPAs. From this point of view, we combined TRNG, intelligent searching algorithm and cryptographic designing principles to automatically design cryptographic algorithms and EVOC can not only resist DPA attacks but several mathematic analyzes.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a new countermeasure called evolutionary cipher against DPA attack which is one of the most threatening in SCA attacks. It is firstly to combine intelligent computation method and cryptographic designing principles in design dynamic structure algorithm in order to resist DPA attacks. The advantage of evolutionary cipher is it can also resist several mathematic analyzes besides DPAs. EVOC provides a new idea for design and implementation of cryptographic algorithm which can achieve both cryptographic and physical security.
EVOC is to destroy the differential power computation model proposed by kocher. Moreover, we have quantitatively analyzed effectiveness and security of evolutionary cipher against DPA attacks, and concluded designing principles which can also be learned by other dynamic structure cryptographic algorithm to resist DPAs.
